
PergoZip

This Issey PergoZip is a combined Sunshade
Pergola System with integrated posts. A strong
structure to hold the headbox and a solid floor or
wall to receive the post structure is essential for
the optimum operation of this PergoZip systems..

PergoZip

Your patio Got no frames or Glass structures?



Freecall 1800 070 0000 - www.issey.com.au - sales@issey.com.au

WARRANTY Issey confidently gives a 5-year warranty on all of its products. Issey produces Australian designed and manufactured products 
that are reliable, contemporary and lifestyle enhancing. Our valuable advice is a result of numerous years of experience dealing with a 
multitude of Australian sun problems. Issey servicesbegin from the design of the product and continue through to the maintenance of each
 sun shading system, providing professional and accountable service to ever customer.

Details subject to improvement at any time without notice ©

Motorised – Somfy tubular motors that can be hardwired

Automatic Sensors – For enhancement of lifestyle, choose

Operation

The ability to retract the blind gives you the power to control
when and how much shade is required. 

 to a switch or operated via a range of remote control.

an automatic sun & wind or rain sensor that automatically
extends or extracts the systems according to the day’s weather 
conditions

Operation

Frame Finish

Installation Methods

The PergoZip is a combined Sunshade Pergola system
with an integrated retractable sunshade cover. A solid
surface on both wall and floor is essential to fit the 
PergoZip. If required the PergoZip can be fitted blackout 
fabric, for darkness, screen fabric to keep view, or solid
fabric for translucent sunprotection The Frontbar has 
an integrated gutter in the bottom for rainwater run off
(An inclination of 16 degrees is required for rainwater
runoff. )

Fasteners

Stainless steel Bolts, Nuts and Screws

PergoZip

Dimensions

 Min Width 905mm                                     Max Width 6000mm   
 Min Ext. 1400mm                                       Max Ext. 6000mm 
 Max Area                     WeatherMax         30m2
 Max Area                     Acrylic                    27m2
 Max Area                     Soltis 86,92,96      16m2
 Max Area                     Soltis W96, B92    14m2

Fasteners

Stainless steel Bolts, Nuts and Screws

Own one of the Fantastic 4, contact us to discuss your needs or to arrange a quote

Sydney - Melbourne - Perth- Adelaide - Brisbane - Townsville - Tasmania

Frame Finish

A vast range of cutting edge powder coating and anodising.
A range of Australian-made colours for optimum
performance against our harsh climatic conditions and a
perfect match with its surrounding architecture.

Fabric

The PergoZip has the fabric secured in the Track Guided by a
PVC inlay that is located inside the track. A series of stainless
steel springs ensure perfect tension along both sides of the 
fabric. The screen and solid fabrics are trendsetting and 
available in long-lasting colours that take your breath away.


